
MONITORING AND MANAGING
PHYSICAL SECURITY, SMART CITY
AND IOT NETWORKS

Agents are installed on customer networks

User specifies which devices/software they
would like to monitor and brings devices into
the system with proper login information.

Agents connect to devices or software via
different protocols including SNMP, ONVIF,
WMI, APIs, etc.

Agent securely connects to EyeOTmonitor
cloud over HTTPS to push data it obtains
from devices on customer networks

Users Are able to securely view customer
environments from anywhere around the
world.
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OVERVIEW
BENEFITS

EyeOTmonitor users multiple protocols to
integrate with multiple vendors. Once the
device is added, the data is already structured
and parsed for customers to understand quickly

Deep Integration with Multiple Vendors

Verify VLANs, throughput, per-port PoE,
err-disabled ports, and more. Fully integrated
with Cisco, VMware and other traditional
infrastructure vendors

Advanced System & Network Monitoring Features

Maps can show physical and logical
interconnectivity between devices on the
network. this allows quick and easy
understanding of device dependencies
that can lead to quick problem solving

Topological and Geographical Maps

Technicians can manage multiple customer
environments at the same time by selecting
the customer from a dropdown menu.
Perfect for on-the-go management

Manage Multiple Customer Environments

Users will be able to monitor devices and
software without writing a single line of code

No Coding Skills Required
Users can quickly and securely access their
devices through our user interface via different
protocols

Remotely Manage Devices

EyeOTmonitor is a cloud and on-premise Remote Monitoring & Management + More (RMM+) application
that helps integrators and MSPs monitor and manage their customer environments. With real-time status
updates from devices and software, customers are able to gain valuable insight into their infrastructure and
clearly identify problems when they occur.

EyeOTmonitor focuses on integrating with multiple industry vendors and makes it easy for customers to
add devices without any significant configuration requirements

EyeOTmonitor also provides multiple levels of a 24/7 support services based on customer requirements



We have multiple vendors in our environment
and they have their own management interfaces.

Our hardware product does not have cloud
management capabilities and our customers are
asking for cloud access.

Our RMM tool does not monitor our video
management system and access control system.

We have a network monitoring application that
requires us to create VPN tunnels to each and
every customer we manage.

Our customers are requesting 24/7 proactive
monitoring and support but our team is too small

My devices support SNMP but its difficult to locate
and configure MIBs and OIDs

CHALLENGE SOLUTION
EyeOTmonitor provides a single display that
integrates with multiple vendors.

EyeOTmonitor will work with manufacturers to integrate
and white label EyeOTmonitor with their hardware and
software solutions.

EyeOTmonitor integrates with multiple IoT and Smart
City vendors, including standard infrastructure vendors.

Because EyeOTmonitor's agent connects to the cloud
over HTTPs no VPN configurations are required.

EyeOTmonitor provides back-end, levels 0-3 support
for both end users and systems integrators.

EyeOTmonitor configures all MIB files and parses them
for all devices in the cloud.

WHAT NEXT?

PLEASE VISITWWW.EYEOTMONITOR.COM TO LEAREN MORE


